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Available Wrench Set for Planar Mobile Cable-Driven Parallel Robots

Tahir Rasheed1, Philip Long2, David Marquez-Gamez3 and Stéphane Caro4, Member, IEEE

Abstract— Cable-Driven Parallel Robots (CDPRs) have sev-
eral advantages over conventional parallel manipulators most
notably a large workspace. CDPRs whose workspace can
be further increased by modification of the geometric archi-
tecture are known as Reconfigurable Cable Driven Parallel
Robots(RCDPRs). A novel concept of RCDPRs, known as
Mobile CDPR (MCDPR) that consists of a CDPR carried by
multiple mobile bases, is studied in this paper. The system is
capable of autonomously navigating to a desired location then
deploying to a standard CDPR. In this paper, we analyze the
Static equilibrium (SE) of the mobile bases when the system
is fully deployed. In contrast to classical CDPRs we show that
the workspace of the MCDPR depends, not only on the tension
limits, but on the SE constraints as well. We demonstrate how to
construct the Available Wrench Set (AWS) for a planar MCDPR
wih a point-mass end-effector using both the convex hull and
Hyperplane shifting methods. The obtained results are validated
in simulation and on an experimental platform consisting of two
mobile bases and a CDPR with four cables.

I. INTRODUCTION

A Cable-Driven Parallel Robot (CDPR) is a type of
parallel manipulator whose rigid links are replaced by ca-
bles. The platform motion is generated by an appropriate
control of the cable lengths. Such robots hold numerous
advantages over conventional robots e.g. high accelerations,
large payload to weight ratio and large workspace [2].
However, one of the biggest challenges in classical CDPRs
which have a fixed cable layout, i.e. fixed exit points and
cable configuration, is the potential collisions between the
cables and the surrounding environment that can significantly
reduce the workspace. By appropriately modifying the robot
architecture, better performance can be achieved [3]. CD-
PRs whose geometric structure can be changed are known
as Reconfigurable Cable-Driven Parallel Robots (RCDPRs).
Different strategies, for instance maximizing workspace or
increasing platform stiffness, have been proposed to optimize
cable layout in recent work on RCDPRs [3]–[6]. However,
reconfigurability is typically performed manually, a costly
and time consuming task.

Recently a novel concept of Mobile Cable-Driven Parallel
Robots (MCDPRs) has been introduced in [1] to achieve
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Fig. 1: Fastkit prototype, Undeployed configuration (left)
Deployed configuration (right)

an autonomous reconfiguration of RCDPRs. A MCDPR is
composed of a classical CDPR with q cables and a n degree-
of-freedom (DoF) moving-platform mounted on p mobile
bases (MBs). The MCDPR prototype that has been designed
and built in the context of Echord++ ‘FASTKIT’ project
is shown in Fig. 1. FASTKIT addresses an industrial need
for flexible pick-and-place operations while being easy to
install, keeping existing infrastructures and covering large
areas. The prototype is composed of eight cables (q = 8), a
six degree-of-freedom moving-platform (n= 6) and two MBs
(p = 2). The overall objective is to design and implement a
system capable of interacting with a high level task planner
for logistic operations. Thus the system must be capable of
autonomously navigating to the task location, deploying the
system such that the task is within the reachable workspace
and executing a pick-and-place task. In spite of the numerous
advantages of the mobile deployable system, the structural
stability must be considered. In [1], a real time continu-
ous tension distribution scheme that takes into account the
dynamic equilibrium of the moving-platform and the static
equilibrium (SE) of the MBs has been proposed. In this
paper, we focus on the workspace analysis of MCDPRs.

The classical techniques used to analyze the workspace of
CDPRs are wrench-closure workspace (WCW) [7], [8] and
wrench-feasible workspace (WFW) [9]. In this paper, WFW
is chosen as it is more relevant from a practical viewpoint.
WFW is defined as the set of platform poses for which the
required set of wrenches can be balanced with wrenches
generated by the cables, while maintaining the cable tension
within the defined limits [9]. For a given pose, the set of
wrenches a mechanism can generate is defined as available
wrench set (AWS), denoted as A . For classical CDPRs,
AWS depends on the robot geometric architecture and the
tension limits. The set of wrenches required to complete a
task, referred to as the required wrench set (RWS), denoted



as R, will be generated if it is fully included by A :

R ⊆A . (1)

For MCDPRs, the classical definition of AWS for CDPRs
must additionally consider the Static Equilibrium (SE) con-
straints associated with the MBs. The two main approaches
used to represent the AWS for CDPRs are the Convex hull
method and the Hyperplane shifting method [10]. Once the
AWS is defined, WFW can be traced using the Capacity
Margin index [11], [12].

This paper deals with the determination of the AWS
required to trace the workspace for planar MCDPRs with
point-mass end-effector. Figure 2 illustrates a Planar MCDPR
with p = 2 MBs, q = 4 number of cables and n = 2 DoF
point mass end-effector. In this paper, wheels are assumed
to form a simple contact support with the ground and friction
is sufficient to prevent the MBs from sliding. This paper is
organized as follows. Section II presents the parameterization
of a MCDPR. Section III deals with the SE conditions of
the MBs using free body diagrams. Section IV is about the
nature of AWS for MCDPRs by considering the SE of the
platform as well as the SE of the MBs. Section V discusses
how to trace the workspace using the capacity margin index.
Section VI shows some experimental validations of the
concept. Finally, conclusions are drawn and future work is
presented in Section VII.

II. PARAMETERIZATION OF A MCDPR

Let us denotes the jth Mobile Base (MB) as M j,
j = 1, . . . , p. The ith cable mounted onto M j is named as
Ci j, i = 1, . . . ,q j, where q j denotes the number of cables
carried by M j. The total number of cables of the MCDPR
is equal to

q =
p

∑
j=1

q j. (2)

Let ui j be the unit vector of Ci j pointing from the point-
mass effector to the cable exit point Ai j. Let ti j be the cable
tension vector along ui j, expressed as

ti j = ti jui j, (3)

where ti j is the tension in the ith cable mounted on M j. The
force fi j applied by the ith cable onto M j is expressed as

fi j =−ti jui j. (4)

III. STATIC EQUILIBRIUM OF A PLANAR MCDPR

For a planar MCDPR with a point mass end-effector, the SE
equation of the latter can be expressed as

fe =−
p

∑
j=1

q j

∑
i=1

ti jui j. (5)

Equation (5) can be expressed in the matrix form as:

Wt+ fe = 0, (6)

where W is a (2× q) wrench matrix mapping the cable
tension vector t ∈Rq onto the wrench applied by the cables
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Fig. 2: Planar MCDPR composed of two MBs (p = 2), four
cables (q = 4) with two cables per mobile base (q1 = q2 = 2)
and a two degree-of-freedom (n= 2) point-mass end-effector

on the end-effector. fe = [ f x
e f y

e ]
T denotes the external

wrench applied to the end effector. t and W can be expressed
as:

t = [t1 t2 . . . t j . . . tp]
T , (7)

W = [W1 W2 . . . W j . . . Wp], (8)

where
t j = [t1 j t2 j . . . tq j j]

T , (9)

W j = [u1 j u2 j . . . uq j j]. (10)

As the MBs should be in equilibrium during the motion of
the end-effector, we need to formulate the SE conditions for
each mobile base, also referred to as the tipping constraints.
Figure 2 illustrates the free body diagram of M j with q j = 2.
The SE equations of M j carrying up to q j cables is expressed
as:

wg j +
q j

∑
i=1

fi j + fcl j + fcr j = 0, (11)

mO j = 0. (12)

wg j denotes the weight vector of M j. mO j denotes the
moment of M j about point O. fcl j = [ f x

cl j f y
cl j]

T and
fcr j = [ f x

cr j f y
cr j]

T denote the contact forces between the
ground and the left and right wheels contact points Cl j and
Cr j, respectively. Note that the superscripts x and y in the
previous vectors denote their x and y components. mO j can
be expressed as:

mO j = gT
j ET wg j +

q j

∑
i=1

aT
i jE

T fi j + cT
l jE

T fcl j + cT
r jE

T fcr j, (13)

with
E =

[
0 −1
1 0

]
(14)



where ai j = [ax
i j ay

i j]
T denotes the Cartesian coordinate

vectors of point Ai j, cl j = [cx
l j cy

l j]
T and cr j = [cx

r j cy
r j]

T

denote the Cartesian coordinate vectors of contact points
Cl j and Cr j, respectively. g j = [gx

j gy
j]

T is the Cartesian
coordinate vector of the center of gravity G j. Let mCr j be
the moment generated at the right contact point Cr j at the
instant when M j loses contact with the ground at point Cl j
such that f y

cl j = 0, expressed as:

mCr j = (g j− cr j)
T ET wg j +

q j

∑
i=1

(cr j−ai j)
T ET ti j (15)

Let Σ j be the set composed of M j, its front and rear wheels,
the cables attached to it and the point-mass end-effector, as
encircled in red in Fig. 2. From the free body diagram of Σi,
moment mCr j can also expressed as:

mCr j =− (p− cr j)
T ET f+(g j− cr j)

T ET wg j

+
p

∑
o=1,o6= j

qo

∑
i=1

(p− cr j)
T ET tio,

(16)

where o = 1, . . . , p and o 6= j. p denotes the Cartesian coor-
dinate vector of the point-mass end-effector P. f = [ f x f y]T

denotes the force applied by the cables onto the point-mass
end-effector, namely,

f =−fe. (17)

Similarly, the moment mCl j generated at the left contact point
Cl j on Σ j takes the form:

mCl j =− (p− cl j)
T ET f+(g j− cl j)

T ET wg j

+
p

∑
o=1,o6= j

qo

∑
i=1

(p− cl j)
T ET tio.

(18)

For M j to be stable, the moments generated by the exter-
nal forces at point Cr j (Cl j, resp.) should be counterclockwise
(clockwise, resp.), namely,

mCr j ≥ 0, j = 1, . . . , p (19)

mCl j ≤ 0, j = 1, . . . , p (20)

IV. AVAILABLE WRENCH SET FOR MCDPRS

In this section the nature of the AWS for MCDPRs is
analyzed. The cable tension ti j associated with the ith cable
mounted on M j is bounded between a minimum tension t i j
and a maximum tension t i j. It should be noted that the
AWS of a classical CDPR depends uniquely on its platform
pose and cable tension limits and forms a zonotope [13].
In contrast, the tipping constraints of the MBs must be
considered in the definition of the AWS of a MCDPR. The
AWS A1 for a planar CDPR with a point mass end-effector
can be expressed as:

A1 =

{
f ∈R2 | f =

p

∑
j=1

q j

∑
i=1

ti jui j, t i j ≤ ti j ≤ t i j,

i = 1, . . . ,q j, j = 1, . . . , p

}
.

(21)
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Fig. 3: MCDPR with q = 3 cables and a n = 2 DoF point-
mass end-effector, the black polytopes illustrate the TS
and AWS of the CDPR at hand, whereas green polytopes
illustrate the TS and AWS of the MCDPR at hand

The AWS A2 for a planar MCDPR with a point-mass end-
effector is derived from A1 by adding the tipping constraints
defined in (19) and (20). Thus A2 can be expressed as:

A2 =

{
f ∈R2 | f =

p

∑
j=1

q j

∑
i=1

ti jui j, t i j ≤ ti j ≤ t i j,

mCr j ≥ 0, mCl j ≤ 0, i = 1, . . . ,q j, j = 1, . . . , p

}
.

(22)

Figure 3 shows a comparison between the Tension space
(TS) T1 and the AWS A1 of a CDPR with three cables
and an point-mass platform with the TS T2 and AWS A2
of a MCDPR with three cables, a point-mass platform and
two mobile bases. The tension space between t11 and t21 is
reduced by the linear tipping constraint on M1. As M2 is
carrying a single cable C22, only the maximum limit t22 is
modified. The difference in the polytopes A1 and A2 is due
to the additional constraints associated with the equilibrium
of the MCDPR MBs expressed by (19) and (20).

By considering only the classical cable tension limit
(t i j and t i j) constraints, the shape of the AWS is a
zonotope. When the tipping constraints are included, the
AWS is no longer a zonotope, but a convex polytope.
The two methods used to represent convex polytopes
are V-representation, known as the convex hull approach,
and H-representation, known as the hyperplane shifting
method [10]. V-representation is preferred for visualization
while H-representation is used to find the relation between A
and R. The convex-hull approach is used to find the vertices
that form the boundary of the polytope, whereas hyperplane
shifting method is a geometric method used to obtain the
facets of the polytope.
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A. Convex Hull Method

AWS is defined using the set of vertices forming the
extreme points of the polytope. For the jth mobile base M j,
a q j dimensional TS is formed by the attached cables. The
shape of this TS depends on the mapping of the tipping
constraints on the q j-dimensional TS formed by the cable
tension limits t i j and t i j. Figures 4(b) and 4(c) illustrate the
TS associated with each MB of the MCDPR configuration
shown in Fig. 4(a). The feasible TS is formed by the
cable tension limits as well as the tipping constraints of
the MBs. The new vertices of the TS for MCDPRs do not
correspond with the minimum/maximum cable tensions as in
the classical case [13].

Let v j denote the number of vertices and vk j be the
coordinates of kth vertex for the TS associated to the jth
mobile base M j, k = 1, . . . ,v j. Let V j represent the set of
the vertices of the TS associated to M j:

V j = {vk j}, k = {1, . . . ,v j}. (23)

Let V j be a (q j× v j) matrix containing the coordinates of
the TS vertices associated with M j, expressed as:

V j = [v1 j v2 j . . . vv j j]. (24)

v is the total number of vertices formed by all the q cables
and is obtained by the product of the number of vertices for
each MB, namely,

v =
p

∏
j=1

v j. (25)

Let V represent the set of all vertices in the TS which is
obtained by the Cartesian product between V j, j = 1, . . . , p.
Accordingly, V is (q× v)-matrix, which denotes the coordi-
nates of all the vertices in V expressed as:

V = [v1 v2 . . . vg . . . vv], (26)
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Fig. 5: AWS formed by the intersection of all the hyperplanes
(red hyperplanes corresponds to the tipping constraints, blue
hyperplanes corresponds to the cables tension limits)

where g = 1, . . . ,v. vg is a q-dimensional vector representing
the coordinates of the gth vertex of the MCDPR Tension
Space. The image of AWS is constructed from V under the
mapping of the wrench matrix W. A numerical procedure
such as quickhull [15] is used to compute the convex hull
forming the boundary of AWS. Figure 4(d) illustrates the
AWS obtained by Convex Hull Method. A1 is the AWS
obtained by considering only the cable tension limits and
is a zonotope. A2 is the AWS obtained by considering both
the cable tension limits and the tipping constraints of the two
mobile bases.

B. Hyperplane Shifting Method

Hyperplane Shifting Method (HFM) is a geometric ap-
proach, which defines a convex polytope as the intersection
of the half-spaces bounded by its hyperplanes [14]. The clas-
sical HFM used to obtain the AWS of CDPRs is described
in [13], [14]. Nevertheless, this approach is not sufficient to
fully characterize the AWS of MCDPRs because it requires
a hypercube TS (T1). For instance, for the MCDPR shown
in Fig. 3, it can be observed that the TS (T2) is no longer a
hypercube due to the additional constraints associated with
the SE of the mobile bases.

As a consequence, this section presents an improved
version of the HFM described in [1,2] that takes into account
the tipping constraints of the MCDPR mobile bases. As a
result, Fig. 5 depicts the AWS of the MCDPR configuration
shown in Fig. 4(a), obtained by the improved HFM. This
AWS is bounded by hyperplanes H +

s ,H −
s , s = 1, ...,q,

obtained from the cable tension limits associated to the
four cables attached to the point mass end-effector, and by
hyperplanes H r

M 1 and H l
M 2, corresponding to the tipping

constraints of M1 about point Cr1 and the tipping constraint
of M2 about point Cl2, respectively.

1) Determination of H l
M j and H r

M j, j=1,...,p: Let rr j
(rl j, resp.) be the unit vector pointing from Cr j (Cl j, resp.)
to P, expressed as:

rr j =
p− cr j

‖p− cr j‖2
, rl j =

p− cl j

‖p− cl j‖2
. (27)

Upon dividing (19) ((20), resp.) by ‖p−cr j‖2 (‖p−cl j‖2,



resp.), the tipping constraints can be expressed in the wrench
space as:

−rT
r jE

T f+
(g j− cr j)

T

‖p− cr j‖2
ET wg j +

p

∑
o=1,o6= j

qo

∑
i=1

rT
r jE

T tio ≥ 0,

(28)

−rT
l jE

T f+
(g j− cl j)

T

‖p− cl j‖2
ET wg j +

p

∑
o=1,o6= j

qo

∑
i=1

rT
l jE

T tio ≤ 0.

(29)
Equations (28) and (29) take the form:

eT
r jf≤ dr j, eT

l jf≤ dl j. (30)

Equation (30) corresponds to the hyperplanes [14] for the
tipping constraints of M j in the wrench space. er j and el j
are the unit vectors normal to H r

M j and H l
M j, expressed as:

er j = Err j, el j =−Erl j. (31)

dr j (dl j, resp.) denotes the shifted distance of H r
j (H l

j , resp.)
from the origin of the wrench space along er j (el j, resp.). The
shift dr j depends on the weight of M j and the combination

of the cable tension tio for which
p
∑

o=1,o6= j

qo

∑
i=1

rT
r jET tio is a

maximum. While the shift drl depends on the weight of
M j and the combination of the cable tension tio for which

p
∑

o=1,o6= j

qo

∑
i=1

rT
l jE

T tio is a minimum, namely,

dr j =
(g j− cr j)

T

‖p− cr j‖2
ET wg j

+
p

∑
o=1,o6= j

max

(
qo

∑
i=1

rT
r jE

T vi
kouio, k = 1, ...,vo

)
,

(32)

dl j =−
(g j− cl j)

T

‖p− cl j‖2
ET wg j

−
p

∑
o=1,o6= j

min

(
qo

∑
i=1

rT
l jE

T vi
kouio, k = 1, ...,vo

)
,

(33)

where vi
ko corresponds to the ith coordinate of vko. Figure 6

shows the geometric representation of the tipping hyper-
planes for the MCDPR under study. From Figs. 5 and 6, it
can be observed that the orientation of H r

M j (H l
M j, resp.)

is directly obtained from rr j (rl j, resp.)
2) Determination of H +

s and H −
s , s=1,...,q: For classi-

cal CDPRs with given cable tension limits, ∆ti j = t i j− t i j is
a constant, AWS is a zonotope formed by the set of vectors
αi j∆ti jui j, where 0 ≤ αi j ≤ 1 [13], [14]. The shape of the
zonotope depends on the directions of the cable unit vectors
ui j as well as the difference between the minimum and max-
imum cable tension limits ∆ti j. It is noteworthy that ∆ti j is no
longer a constant for MCDPRs. The property of a zonotope
having parallel facets still holds as the orientation of the
hyperplanes is given by the cable unit vectors ui j. However,
the position of the hyperplanes is modified, forming a convex
polytope with parallel facets rather than a zonotope.

H +
s and H −

s are obtained using the classical HFM as
described in [13], [14] based on the TS of MCDPRs. For a
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planar MCDPR with a point mass end-effector, each cable
unit vector us = ui j will form a pair of parallel hyperplanes
{H +

s ,H −
s } at the origin. Each pair is associated with a unit

vector es orthogonal to its facets, expressed as:

es = ET us. (34)

The shift of the initial hyperplanes is determined by the
projection of the MCDPR tension space vertices on es. Let ls
be a q-dimensional vector containing the projections of the
cable unit vectors in W on es, expressed as:

ls = WT es. (35)

The projection of us will be zero as it is orthogonal to es.
The distances h+s and h−s are given by the maximum and
minimum combinations of ls with the coordinates of the TS
vertices V, expressed as:

h+s = max

(
q

∑
s=1

vs
g ls, g = 1, . . . ,v

)
, (36)

h−s = min

(
q

∑
s=1

vs
g ls, g = 1, . . . ,v

)
, (37)

where vs
g and ls denote the sth coordinate of vector vg and ls,

respectively. To completely characterize the hyperplanes, a
point p+

s (p−s , resp.) on H +
s (H −

s , resp.) must be obtained,
given as:

p+
s = h+s es +

p

∑
j=1

q j

∑
i=1

t i jui j; p−s = h−s es +
p

∑
j=1

q j

∑
i=1

t i jui j, (38)

where
p
∑
j=1

q j

∑
i=1

t i jui j is the wrench generated by the minimum

acceptable tension in all the cables. The corresponding shifts
d+

s and d−s of H +
s and H −

s are calculated as:

d+
s = eT

s p+
s ; d−s = eT

s p−s . (39)

The respective pair of hyperplanes is expressed as:

H +
s : eT

s f≤ d+
s ; H −

s : −eT
s f≤ d−s . (40)

The above procedure is repeated to determine the q pairs of
hyperplanes associated to the q cables of the MCDPR.



V. WORKSPACE ANALYSIS

Wrench-feasible workspace (WFW) is defined as the set
of poses that are wrench-feasible [16]. A well known index
used to compute the wrench feasible set of poses is called
Capacity Margin [11], [12]. It is a measure of the robustness
of the equilibrium of the robot, expressed as:

s = min ( min s j,l), (41)

where s j,l is the signed distance from jth vertex of the
required wrench set R to the lth face of the available wrench
set A . s j,l is positive when the constraint is satisfied, and
negative otherwise. The index remains negative as long as at
least one of the vertices of R is outside of A . The index is
positive if all the the vertices of R are inscribed by A .

VI. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS

The proposed approach was tested on MCDPR prototype
shown in Fig. 7(a), made up of two TurtleBot mobile bases
and a 0.5 kg point mass end-effector. The WFW of the
MCDPR under study is illustrated in Fig. 7(b) for R equal to
the weight of the end-effector. The green region corresponds
to the modified WFW where both cable tension limits and
mobile base tipping constraints are satisfied. In blue area,
at least one of the two mobile bases is tipping. In red
area, both the cable tension limits and the mobile base
tipping constraints are not satisfied to keep the end-effector
in equilibrium and to avoid mobile base tipping. It can be
observed that for MCDPRs, the ability of the cables to
apply wrenches on the platform may be reduced due to
the mobile base tipping constraints. The simulation and the
experimental validation of the proposed approach can be seen
in video 1. In the latter, two different trajectories are tested
and compared. Based on the proposed workspace analysis,
it can be observed that if the end-effector is within the
defined WFW calculated offline, both the mobile bases are
in equilibrium. On the contrary, for the end-effector outside
of the WFW, at least one mobile base is not in equilibrium
anymore.

VII. CONCLUSION

In this paper, the Available Wrench Set required to trace
the Wrench Feasible Workspace of a Mobile Cable-Driven
Parallel Robot (MCDPR) has been determined. The proposed
workspace considers the cable tension limits and the static
equilibrium of the mobile bases. Two different approaches,
the convex hull and the hyperplane shifting method, are used
to illustrate how the additional constraints can be considered.
The additional constraints modified the shape of the AWS,
forming new facets and reducing the capability of the cables
to apply wrenches on the platform. Future work will focus
on extending this approach to spatial MCDPRs consisting
of more than two mobile bases and taking into account
wheel slipping constraints. Furthermore, the evolution of the
MCDPR workspace during their deployment will be studied.

1https://youtu.be/9fvJY2nyLZY
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Fig. 7: MCDPR prototype made up of two TurtleBot mobile
bases and a 0.5 kg point mass end-effector
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